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ABSTRACT 
Pattern matching in distributed incomplete environment can be achieved by collecting all the distributed data at data centre 
and then perform pattern matching at data centre afterwards. This method will cause the problem of traffic in the network and 
the system may leads to bottleneck. The proposed technique solves this problem by performing pattern matching at each base 
station individually. When data is distributed, local data at each base station is incomplete compare to the global data. We use 
unsupervised weighted bloom filter algorithm (UWBF) which takes only qualified IDs and their corresponding weights from 
each base station and perform aggregation and verification at data centre. This method will save cost and prevent bottleneck in 
network. Unsupervised learning is applied here to perform pattern matching on un-trained patterns. The security in network is 
achieved by applying encryption and decryption techniques. 
Keywords: Pattern matching, Base Station, Unsupervised Weighted Bloom Filter, Security 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In distributed incomplete environment (mobile environment) a person details is separately stored at number of stations 
and they are called local patterns, these local details or patterns are incomplete compare to global pattern. One solution 
to pattern matching is to collect all data to a single data center from various base stations, and then perform pattern 
matching. The disadvantages of using this type of method are communication channel bottleneck and huge cost. An 
efficient solution is necessary for pattern matching. In this paper we give a solution which is based on well-designed 
unsupervised weighted bloom filter (UWBF), to find target patterns over a distributed mobile environment. The 
presented solution ensures pattern matching and save communication cost. Unsupervised weighted bloom filter is used 
to encode a query pattern and distribute this data to each base station. Each base station receives encoded WBF and 
local pattern search is performed. For verification and aggregation, each base station sends qualified IDs and their 
corresponding weights to data center. By using unsupervised WBF the communication cost between base stations and 
data centre can be highly reduced because we can only send the qualified IDs and corresponding weights back to data 
center instead of all ID and whole time series pattern. It will not cause any type of blockage in network. Also the 
pattern matching in base stations can distinguish the global-matched or local-matched patterns.  The false positive rate 
is reduced by the calculation of weights, because only pattern having the similar weights is accepted here. We used 
unsupervised algorithm to deal with un-trained patterns. Pattern matching is performed on un-trained patterns to find 
target patterns. Security measures are also applied in network when data is evolving. To secure the huge and dynamic 
data we used encryption and decryption methods.  Encryption means to convert the data into meaningless form. 
Decryption is exactly opposite to encryption, it convert this meaningless data into original data. Data centre and base 
station exchange data by using encryption decryption algorithms. The proposed solution will provide high effectiveness 
and efficiency. 

2. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

2.1 Mathematical model 
The input given to the system is the original set of mobile data. System performs pattern representation and encoding. 
UWBF is applied on the data and encoded pattern with their IDs and weights is distributed to the base stations. Pattern 
matching and similarity Computation is performed at base stations and matched patterns are sent back to data center. 
Aggregation and Similarity Ranking performed at data center and top K similar patterns finally returned. 
Let the system be described by S, 
S= {D, PR, UWBF, PM, AG, SR, TL} 
Where  
S: is a System. 
D: is the set of Input Dataset. 
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PR:  Pattern Representation & Encoding. 
UWBF: Unsupervised Weighted bloom Filter. 
PM:    Pattern Matching & similarity Computation. 
AG:   Aggregation.  
SR:   Similarity Ranking. 
TL: Top k list   

 
Figure1 Functional Dependency Diagram 

The functions used for processing are listed below: 
Fn1:  Pattern Representation & Encoding. 

 
Fn2:   Unsupervised Weighted bloom Filter. 

 
Fn3:    Pattern Matching & similarity Computation.   

 
Fn4:   Aggregation. 

 
Fn5:   Similarity Ranking. 

 
Fn6:   Top K List. 

 

TABLE I Functional Dependency Matrix 
 Fn1 Fn2 Fn3 Fn4 Fn5 Fn6 
Fn1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Fn2 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Fn3 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Fn4 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Fn5 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Fn6 0 0 0 0 0 1 

2.2 Pattern matching process 
The complete process of incomplete pattern matching in distributed environment by using WBF is explained by Siyuan 
Liu et.al [1]. A set of given patterns i.e. original patterns, e.g. a global pattern with corresponding local patterns are 
represented and encoded at data centre side. A weighted bloom filter is constructed on the represented and encoded 
patterns. The weighted bloom filter is distributed to base stations where the pattern matching is conducted. Finally, the 
similar patterns IDs and weights are sent back to data centre to decide the top-K similar patterns. The overall Block 
diagram of the system is shown in the Fig.2. Function of each block of proposed system is discussed below: 
2.2.1 Pattern representation and encoding 
This is the first phase of pattern matching process which is performed to get encoded patterns. Pattern representation 
and encoding [1] is required here because we know that bloom filter only tell whether a value we want exists or not, but 
cannot distinguish a value sequence. For example, a Bloom Filter may consider f{1, 3, 5} and f{5, 3, 1} as the same 
pattern because the values 1, 3  and 5 are the same in the two patterns, but in our application scenario, f {1, 3,5}and 
f{5, 3, 1} are two totally different time series patterns. Hence to distinguish the patterns with same values, we develop a 
pattern representation and encoding method which utilizes the time information hidden in the pattern values. Given an 
original pattern VT, for its value at time interval g, Vg, we transform it into its accumulation form f(g), where 
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In other words, the value f(g) of the new form is the accumulated value of the original pattern. 
 

                            
 

Figure2 Pattern matching process 
 
2.2.2 Weighted bloom filter 
This part explains the working of WBF [11] .Once the patterns are encoded the data centre calculates weight of 
patterns. The weight of a local pattern is the maximum value in it over the maximum value in the global pattern, e.g., 
the weight of a pattern {1, 3, 5} is 5/10, with respect to the global pattern {4, 8, 10}. All the weights of the patterns are 
maintained by an array ‘A’. We use sampling method on patterns to save the communication, storage and computation 
costs, Assume there are ‘p’ number, we will sample q values using uniform sampling and set the weight of each value 
as the weight of this pattern. There are totally n = pq values that should be hashed into a WBF with length m. This 
array begins as an array of all 0s. Different hash functions used to hash all the values k times and each hash yields a bit 
location which is set to 1. If the bit is set to 1 from 0 in WBF by a value, this bit will be kept into a queue that contains 
the weight of this value. If this bit is already set to 1, the weight of this value is pushed back to the queue. This is the 
working of WBF and the array will contain all values whose value is ‘1’of given patterns in the data centre. Then the 
calculated weights along with their IDs are given to base stations. 
2.2.3 Unsupervised weighted bloom filter 
We are using the concept of unsupervised learning in our work in which the system also deals with un-trained patterns 
and checked whether this pattern is our target pattern or not. It will increase the accuracy and communication 
efficiency. Hence the performance of system will be high.  
2.2.4 Security 
Security is the major issue in every network. In our work it is important that how we are going to provide security when 
the data is distributed and aggregated in the network. For this we are providing the encryption and decryption 
techniques for securing data. When data centre distributes the data to base stations it will give encrypted data, base 
stations will decrypt it and after performing pattern matching base stations send back encrypted data to data centre, on 
the other hand data centre will decrypt the data which it receives from base stations. It will  prevent the information  
hacking in the network and provide data privacy . 
2.2.5 Base station 
The pattern matching is performed at base stations. First, the patterns in the base stations are represented and sampled 
by above same methods we discussed. Then, we match the values of the patterns in the weighted bloom filter, and if 
and only if the weights of every value are the same, we now find the possible matched patterns. At last, the possible 
matched patterns are sent back to the data centre with their IDs and weights. 
2.2.6 Aggregation and Similarity ranking 
At last, the matched patterns are submitted to the data centre, and similarity ranking is done here. The data centre 
aggregate all the pattern weights of the same person, and deletes the sum of the weights larger than 1 and ranks the 
persons in descending order from 1. 
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The top-K persons are finally returned by using top k monitoring, [6] method. The reason for deleting the weight sum 
larger than 1 is that a person’s local patterns in different base stations may match with the given global pattern and it 
also match with the given local patterns. Obviously this person is not our target person because this person’s 
aggregated global pattern is different from the given global pattern. 
3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The dataset is collected from the gedis-studio dataset repository. The dataset is of CDR mobile network .The data set 
consists of MSIDN, IMSI, IMEI, PLAN, Call_type, Corres_type, Corres_ISDN, Duration and Time-Date attributes. 
The proposed system takes three attributes i.e. PLAN, Call_type and   Duration from above mentioned attributes for 
finding target patterns. We can take any combination of above mentioned attributes for pattern matching. First, pattern 
representation and encoding is done on the local pattern as mentioned above. For eg. we take PLAN value as’1’ i.e 
PLAN 1 (it may be 1,2,3) Call_type as ‘MTC’ (three call types with fixed values are MOC=1, MTC=2 and SMS=3) 
and duration=300 seconds therefore local pattern will be{1,2,300} then applying eq (1) on this local pattern we get 
{1,2,301}.After that data centre finds weight of these encoded pattern i.e. 300/301 in our example. Now base stations 
will match patterns on the basis of weights and IDs, it get from data centre. Matched patterns will send back to data 
centre, here patterns are aggregated, then it apply   similarity ranking on patterns and finally top k similar patterns are 
find out. Unsupervised weighted bloom filter is used to increase the performance of system. Unsupervised method is use 
to apply pattern matching on un-trained patterns. Security is applied by using encryption and decryption methods when 
data is travelling between data centre and base stations. Blowfish algorithm is used to perform encryption and 
decryption methods. It provides security in network like prevention of information hacking and data privacy. 
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